diverse surgical scenarios. 1, 2 By offering a greater understanding of spatial relationships prior to the initiation of a surgical procedure, this technology may assist the surgeon to select the best surgical approach, identify high-risk areas, anticipate complications, and the need for consultation of other surgical specialties. 1 These models can also be utilized as a teaching tool for both patients and surgeons in training. 1 Most clinically acquired cross-sectional imaging, including CT and MRI can be used to produce 3D-printed models. The process involves, first, segmentation of the tissues of interest from the acquired crosssectional images in order to precisely separate individual components of the chest anatomy from surrounding structures. The radiologist performs this by identifying the tumor margins, vessels, and other adjacent vital structures. This process is already performed in clinical practice to produce 3D visualizations that are often provided to surgical teams. Second, a specialized computer algorithm translates the tissues segmented by the radiologist into a set of surfaces that enclose the 3D volume occupied by each tissue. These surface models (stored in so-called stereolithography or STL files) can be directly printed with a variety of 3D printers using various materials ranging from plastics to metals. 1, 3 Clinical application of 3D printing technology is hindered by the lack of expertise on the part of the radiologists and the general lack of interdisciplinary collaboration. As a collaborative effort, our institution has established a clinical 3D printing service using a desktop stereolithography printer and standard 3D radiology workstation software that caters to multiple surgical specialties on an as-needed basis.
A major source of requests to this service has been for patients with complex thoracic tumors that involve the lung apex, mediastinum, or chest wall. These are surgically challenging as they often invade vital structures such as the mediastinal vessels, brachial plexus, ribs, sternum, and vertebral bodies. Two such difficult pathologies for which 3D printing has already been explored to assist anatomic visualization are superior sulcus tumors and synovial sarcoma of the chest wall. [4] [5] [6] Superior sulcus tumors have traditionally been associated with poor prognosis. However, implementation of a trimodality approach (neoadjuvant chemoradiation therapy followed by surgery) and advances in surgical technique have improved rates of complete resection and long-term survival. [7] [8] [9] Synovial sarcoma of the chest wall is a rare aggressive tumor particularly affecting young adults. It has modest chemosensitivity and is associated with high recurrence rate. 10, 11 Prognosis in these patients remains poor even with trimodality therapy. 12 The purpose of this work was to establish the utility, accuracy, and reproducibility of 3D printing technology as an aid to anatomic visualization for these pathologies in a routine clinical practice setting, and to identify those aspects of surgical planning that can potentially benefit from its use.
| MATERIALS AND METHODS

| Patients and imaging
Three patients with biopsy-proven complex thoracic cancers (n = 2 superior sulcus adenocarcinoma; and n = 1 locally recurrent synovial sarcoma) were included in this institutional review board-approved study. Case 1 was a 70-year-old female with an 8 cm left upper lobe lung adenocarcinoma (T3N1M0). Case 2 was a 70-year-old female with a 4.6 cm right upper lobe adenocarcinoma (T4N0M0) invading the mediastinum. Both these patients had completed neoadjuvant chemoradiation therapy. Case 3 was a 39-year-old male with history of metastatic right anterior chest wall synovial sarcoma status post chemotherapy, metastatectomy, radiation therapy, and multiple chest wall resections and reconstruction, who newly presented with three pleural-based enhancing masses suspicious for recurrence. One of these pleural-based masses was located in the right lung apex in close proximity to the subclavian vessels.
All three patients had undergone routine pre-operative diagnostic contrast enhanced CT performed at end inspiration from the thoracic inlet to the adrenal glands using 64 or 128 slice multidetector CT Post-processing is a semi-automatic process used to optimize STL files for 3D printing. 1 This process was performed by a medical physicist (12 years experience) and included smoothing to remove surface irregularities, trimming the automatically segmented tissues to the area of interest (eg, removing the contralateral ribs and cardiac chambers), hollowing of the model to reduce printing time and material usage, and the addition of connecting elements (rods) so that anatomically isolated tissues (eg, aorta and ribcage) could remain together and maintain their spatial relationships after printing (Fig. 1 ).
The post-processed STL files of each tissue were printed on a desktop stereolithography printer (Form1+, Formlabs, Somerville, MA) using different-colored rigid acrylics (photopolymers) and assembled into the complete model by snap-fitting the connecting elements.
| 3D model clinical utility and accuracy assessment
The 3D-printed models were provided to the surgical team before the procedure and were available in the operating room (OR) for use during the procedure. The operating surgeons (n = 6) subjectively assessed 3D model utility for surgical planning and the accuracy of tumor spatial relationship to surrounding structures. Utility was assessed compared to the standard-of-care at our institution (review of imaging and 3D visualization) using a questionnaire (Table 1) partly based on the ordinal Gillespie score scale (1 = inferior information gathered from model; 2 = similar information gathered in similar time; 3 = superior in that similar information was assimilated more rapidly; and 4 = superior in that additional conceptual information was obtained 13 ). Accuracy was assessed with respect to intra-operative findings on an ordinal scale of 1-4 (1 = poor to 4 = excellent; Table 1 ).
| 3D model inter-observer variability assessment
Inter-observer variability of the technique was assessed by creating a second 3D-printed model for one of the superior sulcus tumor patients included in the study. For the second model, images were segmented FIGURE 1 Workflow of generation of 3D-printed models. Segmentation of aorta and supra-aortic vessels in contrast-enhanced CT is used to create an STL surface that encloses the (segmented) arterial blood pool. The STL surface is typically post-processed, including smoothing and trimming to the region of interest, hollowing to reduce printing material and time (blue arrow), and addition of connectors (black arrows) to adjacent structures, followed by 3D printing
independently by a second radiology faculty member (medical physicist with 12 years experience in image segmentation). Postprocessing of tissue STLs and 3D printing were performed identically (ie, using identical parameters) for both models in order enable direct comparison of depicted tissue volumes. Following the surgery, operating surgeons compared the accuracy of each model in depicting spatial relationships with respect to intra-operative findings, as well as their utility for surgical planning based on the questionnaire described in the previous section.
To elucidate any subjective differences between the two models noted by the surgeons, a set of quantitative metrics were additionally used to compare the two models. First, two metrics were used to quantify spatial relationships of the tumor mathematically, by comparing tumor volume and tumor proximity to surrounding tissues depicted in each model. Proximity was calculated using the extent (defined by surface area) of each tissue (eg, systemic arteries) that was ≤1 mm away from the tumor. The 1 mm cutoff was arbitrarily chosen as a limit that may alter the surgeon's perception of abutment/invasion of tissues by the tumor. A third metric was used to quantify the similarity of each tissue depicted in the two models. This metric, termed the Dice similarity index, 14 summarizes the difference in size, shape, and overlap between two STL models created for a single tissue 
| RESULTS
The tumor, thoracic aorta and supra-aortic vessels, and the ipsilateral subclavian vein that were crucial to surgical planning were successfully 3D-printed for both superior sulcus adenocar- In the third case, the three pleural-based masses, Gortex mesh, and prior surgical material, plus part of the right hemidiaphragm Not at all
A little Moderately Significantly
Did the model change/benefit the following?
Surgical planning 2 4
Surgical approach 1 5
The number of surgeons operating on the three cases (n = 6) in agreement with each statement are noted for each question.
abutting one of the masses that were crucial to surgical planning were successfully 3D-printed. The model also included the 1st-6th ribs, aorta and supraaortic vessels, ipsilateral subclavian and brachiocephalic veins, and SVC (Fig. 4) . The model demonstrated close relationship of the apical mass to the subclavian vessels and the basal mass to the Gortex mesh and right hemidiaphragm (Fig. 4) . The patient underwent right anterior thoracotomy, resection of the three pleuralbased masses, partial chest wall resection, omental graft interposition, and reconstruction of the anterior chest wall.
| 3D model clinical utility and accuracy
Surgeons reported that they referenced the models both before and during surgical dissection, occasionally to extensively. Overall, they considered the models to be highly accurate and of moderate to significant benefit for surgical planning, with a mean Gillespie score of ≥3 (superior to imaging and 3D visualization) for five of six questions (Table 1 ). The lowest mean score (2.5, ie, equivalent to marginally better than review of imaging) was given for guiding instrumentation selection. All six surgeons reported that the models provided additional information for determining the surgical approach that was not otherwise appreciated by review of imaging and 3D visualization (mean score = 4). Three surgeons felt the models led to minimal (n = 2)
or moderate (n = 1) decrease in OR time, and three were uncertain of any effect.
| 3D model inter-observer variability
Both operating surgeons of the patient for whom two models were created noted differences in how the models depicted tumor relationship to vessels and bones. One surgeon noted one model was more detailed, while the second noted that one model more accurately depicted tumor proximity to the 1st rib and subclavian artery with respect to intraoperative findings. Although for that patient removal of the tumor en bloc with the 1st rib and dissection off the subclavian artery were noted to be the most difficult parts of the procedure, both surgeons felt that despite differences, both models were equivalently useful for planning the procedure. Quantitative metrics confirmed the surgeon's impressions. The difference between models in area of tissues closer than 1 mm to the tumor was highest for the great vessels and bone (1.17 and 1.8 cm 2 , respectively; Table 2 , (Table 2 ).
| DISCUSSION
In most cases of thoracic malignancy, routine CT, and/or MR imaging with or without 3D reconstruction adequately demonstrates pathology.
Nonetheless, both CT and MRI scans are limited by the spatial information that can be conveyed on a 2-dimensional computer screen. In complex cases of lesions invading mediastinal and chest wall structures and in superior sulcus tumors, review of imaging may fall short of answering critical surgical questions, even when 3D visualizations are provided. Our study suggests that in these cases, physical models of the anatomy produced by 3D printing may assist surgeons in visualizing the anatomy, providing a net benefit for surgical planning.
Reports in the medical literature suggest that 3D-printed models benefit surgical planning, multidisciplinary discussion, guidance during surgery, and patient education. [1] [2] [3] 15 However, only a single study to date has systematically evaluated the utility of 3D-printed models in assisting surgical planning for oncologic cases. 15 In that study, of 19 surgeons who used a total of 52 models of tumors throughout the body, 94% considered them very helpful for treatment planning, and 71% felt they improved the surgical approach. To our knowledge, ectopic mediastinal thymoma, 17 a patient with a pectoralis minor muscle spindle cell neoplasm, 5 and a patient with a cardiac schwannoma. 18 Benefits reported for these cases include better understanding of tumor relationship to surrounding normal tissues, helping to avoid resecting uninvolved structures, and enhancing the likelihood of complete resection. One difficulty in adopting the technology described in all the above studies is that they have used either research 5, 16 or engineering-oriented 2, 6 3D printing software that is unfamiliar and/or unavailable to most radiologists.
Our study aimed to systematically assess whether 3D models created using standard radiology tools already in place to generate 3D visualizations in a routine practice setting are useful, accurate, and reproducible for pre-operative planning in complex thoracic malignancy. This information will be useful for the future evaluation of any clinical benefits of this technology, such as improved patient outcomes or reduction in healthcare costs. Our results suggest that 3D-printed models for this indication are feasible using standard radiology images, software, and workflows. Surprisingly, despite their experience in understanding tumor relationship to surrounding structures, surgeons found these models to be superior to review of images and 3D Beyond utility and accuracy, reproducibility of a technology is a major factor that can be detrimental to its application. Two models created for one patient differed in how they depicted tumor relationships to vessels and bones. The differences were perceptible to surgeons, but had no significant impact on model utility for surgical planning. Variability in the models is introduced primarily by the radiology software operator in the process of segmenting the images, and less frequently due to intrinsic inaccuracies involved in the 3D printing process. 21 Quantitative metrics suggest that the bulk of model to produce the models and the purchase and maintenance costs of a 3D printer, to be the main limitations in using the technology. Our models were simple, using only color without texture (e.g., mechanical properties) to convey distinct tissues. Desktop 3D
printers that can use color, such as the one we used, are sufficiently low-cost ($3000-5000) to support a practice-based 3D printing service. 3D printing materials exist and more are being developed specifically for medical applications that can additionally convey tissue texture to enable, for example, surgical simulation. These materials nonetheless require a larger equipment investment (>$200 000). 1 Finally, outside companies can print STL files generated in-hospital at reasonable cost, which can simplify the process and avoid equipment investments.
A limitation of this technology is the labor-intensive image segmentation required to create the models, particularly given the number and complexity of tissues involved in these challenging cases.
Despite using a 3D workstation familiar to our practice that helped minimize this time, each case still required roughly 10 h to produce printable models. Nonetheless, our results suggest that staff trained in standard radiology software can perform the image segmentation and post-processing required to produce these models, with the interpreting radiologist's role limited to oversight and verification of accuracy.
Future 3D printing software and hardware improvements will likely yield significant time savings. 1 Furthermore, new techniques are being actively developed to enhance the utility of the technology, for example, creating models that convey not only the anatomy, as done here, but also physiology, for example, by incorporating PET-CT findings such as the hypermetabolic areas of a tumor, or pre-and postchemoradiation therapy tumor dimensions. 6 A final potential limitation of the technology is that surgeons using the models did not feel they reduced operating room (OR) time. This is in contrast to reports in other surgical specialties, which suggest the introduction of 3D printed models can yield a 28-30 min (12-13%) reduction in OR time. 22, 23 A reduction in OR time of 20-30 min is possible in our study, but may not have been perceived as the procedures were lengthy.
In summary, the use of 3D printing in complex surgical oncology is increasing, aided by advances in printing technology and radiology software. We assessed the utility and reproducibility of 3D printing from routine radiology imaging and workflows in a small cohort of patients with encouraging results. The technology was superior to the current standard of care in assisting surgeons with visualizing the anatomy for surgical planning. Interdisciplinary collaboration between radiology and thoracic surgery in identifying complex cases that could benefit from this technology may enhance the expert care provided to patients.
